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l .  Introduct ion

Clouds plal' an important role in radiative
energy burdget and water cycle in the earth
-atmosphere svstem. The Japanese Cloud-Climate
Study (JACCS) is a research program focusing
o11 cloud-radiation interactions. The major
scientific objectives of the JACCS prograln are
( I ) to advance our understanding of the
relationship behveen physical parameters anC
radiati'r'e properties of clouds, (2) to develop
advanced uses of  satel l i te data in the
cloud-climate snrdy, and (3) to develop better
parameterization of cloud and radiation processes.
In order to achieve these objectives, field
observations of cloud and radiation have been
planed and implernented since 1991. In this field
experiment, we made aircraft observation for
boundary-layer clouds.

The objectives of the JACCS airborne
observation are as follows,
' to develop the airborne cloud-radiation

observing system,
' to advance our understanding of the

relationship between cloud physical and radiative
properties.
' to assess and improve the currently used

remote sensing techniques for retr ieving
cloud-ph_,-sical parameters, and
' to shrdy the cloud structure and evolution

process.
We are specially interested in the issues of the

so-calied anomalous absorption of the solar
radiation (Stephens and Tsay 1990. Cess et al
1995. Ramar.rathan et al. 1995- Pilewskie and
\i alero l99i). In order to solve this problern. \\'e
h ar e m ade aircraf t  observat ions for
boundan'-laver clouds over the sea.

2. Airborne cloud-radi:rt ion obsen' ing s1'stem

hr the JACCS project- s'e have developed an

airborne cloud-radiat ion observing system
(ACROS) by using two aircraft equipped u ith
var ious instruments for  s imultaneous
measurements of clouds and radiation. One
aircraft is Cessna Titan C404. and the other is
Beachcraft King Air 8200. The Cessna Titan
C4()4 mounts the instnrments to measure thc
radiation field above cloud laver and thc
Beachcraft King Air 8200 mounts the instmments
to measllre the radiatior-r field belor.v tire cloLrd
layer and cloud micro-physical parameters (sce
Table I ) . The radiation budget of cloud layer is
measured by tlvo kind of broad spectral band
pyranometers. One measures the solar irradiance
in 0.28 to 2.9 p m region. and the other
measures the solar irradiance in 0.72 to 2.9 p m
region. The solar irradiance in the visible region
can be obtained by subtracting the former (total
irradiance) from the latter ( near Infrared
irradiance). We also use a multi-chamel cloud
pyranometer (MCP). *' l 'r ich was developed bv
Asano et al. (1995) and has a narro\\, spectral
band r,vidth.

3. Method of aircralt observation

We make an aircraft observation by taking the
follou'ing methods and strategy into consideration.

Firstly, rve make a svnchronized flight. using
the Global Positioning System ( GPS) . The
synchronized flight is the most important key
point in our airbome observation. 81' the
syncluonized flight, we can get the collocated and
sirnr-rltaneous data.

We compare the net t},rxes averaged along the
flight patir. As shoul later, the divergence or
con\ergence of radiation fluxes are changed point
b1' point. due to the inhomogeneitr of cloud ficld
Therefore. u'e onlv conipare the averaged llures.
The path length is about 50 to 60 km.

We malie a neasurement during an hour
before and after the local noon- because the



Table 1 Instrumentat ion of  ACROS for JACCS

8200r c404r[Hadlatlonl
Upward/downward spectral fl ux

Upward/dwvnward solar flux
Upward/dorvnward near-l R fl ux
Upward/downward Infrared flux
Nadir sp€stral radiance

Cloud morphology
Pitcfy'rolhnaw angles

Poslton latttude/longttude
Data acqulsltlon

Pyrgeometer Eppley PIR
mR Bomen M8155

PMS FSSP-IOO
PMS OAP.2Dz€
PMS KLWC€
Gerber PVM-I00A

Vldeo Camera-VCR system
Verilcal/direetonal gryro'-system
POS/DG3l0 ApplAnb<
GPS TrlmbleTNL-lOOO
SEA DAS MzOO

4pm<1,<50pm
0.71pmcl,<2Opm Av>lcrn't
9.5um<k11.Spm

2pm<D<47pm
25pm<D<800grn
0-59/m"
2pmcD<7Ogm, GlOg/m"

Multft*tannelcloud 
?ranometer 

(MCP) *it;rtT;fi;'ssf;862, ess, O
Pyranometer EKOMSSOIrK&ZCM21' 0.3pm4,4.9FmWGg0g
Pyranometer EKO MS8O1'I(&Z CM21' OJ2qm.<X<2:9rrm (RG71S)

Nadlr infrared radlance (radlatlon temp) Mlnarad RST-10

oooooo oo

oooooo

Bames IT-4 g.Spmct<11.5pm O
.-_-!e9r-flewevs-n{t-e19?--------------iq9loseIi-e---Iln-l-1-w-__mffil_-_--_-__2_3-._8st'1_stl.ls!F-- -_-9--_-[Cloud and aerosotl

Cfoud pardcle slze speclrum

Cloud llquld water content
Effectfue partlcle radius, LWC

Airbome Video'Microscope System (AVIOM) 5pmcD<500pm

[hermodynamlcsl
Total air temperature Rosemount 102 thermometer -soc<T<ls0c
Humidlty (dew poffi temperatre) EG&G tg7-qt hygrometer €sc<Td<2sc

(water rrapor absorptlon) AIR Lyman-tr lrygrometer \=l?2rrtr, €oC<Td<soC
3D wind field Rosernount 85sAf gust probe

Rosemount 1221 pre$urs bansducer
POS/AV Applqnk POS/DG 310

00oooooo

prede DAS PDX-6OCH

ForwardrDownward looking O 
3oooo or ) 8200: Beechcrsfi B2O0 Super Klng Atr (Nakanlhon Alr SeMcs Co., Nagoya, J+an)r ) C404: Cessna 404 Tihn (Nakanihon Alr SeMct Co., Nagoy4 Japan)

Table 2 Airborne Cloud Radiat ion Budget.
Location Period Comments

Case

Case l l

East Ch i  na sea 98 Feb.

East off  Sanr i  ku 98 Ju I y

Water c I  oud
th ick, / th in case
ffater c loud
Mult i - layered
Narrow spectral  band
pyranometer
Water c I  oud
Hazy
Aerosol  pol  luted cloud
M i  xed phase

i  nhomogeneous

continllitv of dou'nrvard solar irradiance.
Lastly, we carefully calibrate and correct the

pyranometers. The broad band pyranometers are
calibrated through side-by-side comparisons u'ith
a standard pyranometer at the Meteorological
Instrument Calibration Center of the Japan
Meteorological Agencv ( JMA) . The standard
der.iation of calibration constant transferred fronr
the standard p\,'ranometer is less than 0.5%. Thc
temperafure dependence of p)'r€nometers is take
into account.  The correct ions for  thc
mis-alignment of pvranometer seffing o11 the
mount and inclination of aircraft aftinrde are
macle. The delay' of pvranoneter response is also
talie rnto account simolr'.

Case l l l

Case lV

lTest off  Kyushu 99 Jan.

Wakasa Bay 99 Jan.

change of the solar zenith angle is small cluring
this penod.

As both the upper and lower aircraft observe
the similar cloud field area, the tu'o aircraft fly at
the same distance away from cloud layer.

We do not change the flight level during the
radiation budget measurement in order to avoid
the change of environmental condition. The
change of environmental condition causes the
change of pvranoneter body temperature- and
the false signal is measured.

We make an obsen,ation over the sea, because
the lou-er boundarf is homogeneous.

We make a flight along the longitude and
latinrde lines. From tl-rese data, \\'e detennine the
nr rs-al ignment of  p) ' ranometers b1'  Lrs ing
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Fie. 1 Distributions of the visible and near-lR
net solar f luxes measured on C404 and 8200,
respect ively,  above and below the cloud layer
in longitudinal position along the S-1 a leg for
the stratocumulus cloud observed on 2
February 1 998.

4. Results

We show the four cases (Table 2). The case
I , II and III are liquid water clouds. In the case
II, the narrow spectral band pyranometers *ere
used. In the case III, it was very hazy. In the
case IV, the mixed phase cloud was observed.

The stratocrrmulus in the case I was obsen'ed
in the winter season over the east China sea. The
results of radiation budget for the optically thick
and thin cases are shown in Fig. I and 2.
respectively. The two lines in the middle of Fig.
I are visible net fluxes measured on the Cessna
Titan C404 and Beachcraft Ki"g Air B200. Both
visible net fluxes are alrnost same values. This
means that there is no absorption in the layer
behveen two aircrafl In this case, the averaged
absorptances are 9.3%o , I9.8yo and -0.2% in the
total, near IR" and visible region, respectively
(Table 3), The visible absorptance is nearly
zero within the measurement accuracy. Assumurg
homogeneous cloud layer, we calculated the cloud
absorptance and albedo. The cloud model
assunned is based on the measurement values. The
values in the blanket are calculated ones. The
agreement between the measurement and
calculation is good.

The net fluxes in the thin cloud case is shorvn
in Fig. 2. Both visible net fluxes are also almost
sanre values. The averaged absorptance are 7.604 ,
15.9% and -0.3% in the total- near IR and visible
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Fig. 2 Same as Fig.1 but for latitudinal
distributions along the S-1 b north-south leg.
The 8200 latitudinal position was slightly
shifted to north.

Table 3 Solar Radiation budget due to cloud layers (case l).

lll Case M-l (fhlck laYer)

11習器tpVerbng=128.70～
120.88・E Jong Leg S－la.

9.3110.61

1 2 1   C a S e   m－2「 hin iayerl

∵緊
鮮 r Lat=2&64～ 2a7び N Jong Leg SJし

489147.5114.8116.41
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Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3, but for wavelengths at
(a)500nm,(b)760nm,(c)862nm,(d)938nm,(e) 1 225n m,
and ( f )1650nm"
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Fig. 3 Horizontal  distr ibut ions, as a funct ion of
longitude, of the net solar fluxes (Snet/So)

normalized by the C404 downward solar flux
measured on C404 (red) and 8200 (blue) as
well as the absorptance (green) for the layer
between C404 and 8200 altitudes in the
visible (top panel), nearlR (middle panel) and
total (bottom panel) band regions, respectively,
for stratiformed cloud observed on 12 July
1 998.

region, respectively (table 3) . The visible
absorptance is also nearly zero withiri the
measurement accuracy. The agreement befween
the measurement and calculation is also good.

The case I is analyzed by Asano et al. ( 2000)
in more detail.
The stratocumulus in the case II was observed

in the summer season over the east off Sanriku.
In the winter season, the skatocumulus frequently
includes ice particles. Therefore, we make a
measurement in the summer. Furthermore, in the
case II, we use the natrow spectral band
pvranometer (MCP). In the Fig. 3, the results
of broad band pyranometers are shown. The net
fluxes are divided by the downward fluxes at the
level of the Cessna Titan C404. The green dots
are absorptance. In this case, the averaged
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五
一
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Table 4 Solar radiation absorptancos averaged over each flight leg for the stratiform
water c louds observed on 12 and 18 July 1998 (case t l ) .
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Fig. 6 Same as Fig,
cloud observed on
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5, but for the mixed-phase
30 January 1 999 (case lV).
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Fig.  5 Distr ibut ions,  as a funct ion of  lat i tude
(top panel) and longitude (bottom panel) along
each fl ight leg, of the visible (VlS) and near-
lR (NlR) net solar f luxes measured on C404
and 8200, respeot ively,  above and below the
stratocumulus c loud observed on 21 Januarv
1999 (case l l l ) .

Ⅵsble Near:R Total 500nm 760nm 862nm 938nm 1225nm 1665nm

12」 uly pam2 －0.027 0.161 0.060 －0.051 0.054 ・0.057 0.467 0.025 0.178

12」 ulv Dath3 0.011 0.231 0.114 －0.011 0.132 －￨.012 0.601 0.061 0232

18」ulv Dath2 －0.∞4 0.188 0.087 －0.003 0.061 －0.023 0.486 0.030 0.199

1 8 Julv Dath4 0.014 0.216 0.110 0.013 0.084 0.004 0.494・ 0.07 0.268
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Flight
Direction

Absorptance
Comments

Total NearlR Visible

Leg B-1

Leg B-2

S.-  N

W-*E
0.133

0.15/

0206

0.230

0.059

0.082

Super+ooled Sbatocumulus

Hazy.
Mean 0.145 o.218 0.070

absorptances are 0.060 , 0.161 and -0.027 for the
total, near IR, and visible region, respectively.
The specffal absorptances are -0.051 for 500nm,
0.054 for 760nm, -0.057 for 862nm, 0.467 for
938nnr. 0.025 for l225nm, 0.178 for 16i0nm.
Tlre 760 and 938 nm band are Oz and HzO band,
rcspectively. Therefore, the absorptances are
large. The other bands are in the window region.
In the these tvavelengths, ils the wavelength
longer- the absorptances increase. These results
are reasonable. In this case, the absorptance are
negative in the visible region. The cloud field
nrar have a gradient. In the Table 4, the resrrlts of
4 cases observ.ed in the summer are shown. The
absorptance in the visible region is nearlr zero
u'ithin the measurement accuracy. These results
also shorv that there is no evidence of anornalor.rs
solar absorption in the visible region.

The case III was observed in the u,inter
season over the u'est off Kyushu. In this case.
tlre lorr,er afmospliere was very hary. The nLrmber
concentration of the aerosol particles measured b1'
the PCASP in this case is hvice to three tinres as
liigh as in the usual case. The hvo lines in the
rniddle of Fig. 5 are visible net fluxes measured
on the Cessna Titan C404 and the Beachcraft
King Air 8200 There is systematic diflcrence

Table 5 Broad band solar absorptances averaged over
and mixed-phase clouds observed respect ively on
case lV).

1999{1-21 West off Kyushu

1999{1-30 Wakasa-Bay

each f l ight  leg for
21 and 30 Januarv

the stratocumulus
1999 (case l l l  and

befiveen tr,vo visible net fluxes. In this case. the
averaged absorptance in the visible region is
0.059 (Table i). We think that this absorprion is
caused by the dust particles.

The case IV is a mixed phase cloud. The cloud
observed was highly inhomogeneous. Therelbre_
the change of net fluxes is irregular. Hou'ever- the
averaged absorptance is also zero within tlie
measurement accuracy (Table 5).

5.  Summary and conclusion

In JACCS program. we have developed rhc
airborue measurement system for both cloucl
parameters and radiation. Using this s1.,steni. u c
investigated the radiation budget of stratocumulus
in the boundary layer. We made a s1'nchroniz_ed
flight. using the GPS and could obrain the
collocated and simultaneous data for the both
aircraft. We carefullv anal-v-zed the solar radiation
budget data and obtained the foliou'ing results
Firstly, there is no evidence of the so-called
anomalous solar absorption for the both u.ater and
mixed phase stratocumulus clouds in the usual
mantrme condition. Secondlr,. there is detectable
solar absorption in the visible region tor the
stratocumulus in the condition of aimrass pollutcci

, Fllght
Direction

Absorptance
Cornments

Total
'Near{R

Visible

t-eg B-1

Leg B-2

Leg B-3

W-E

N*S
S-N

0.109

0.110
0.'t37

0.224

0.230
0.260

- 0.010
.0.012

0.008

Hlghly inhomogeneous
Multi-layered, M ixed-P hased,
Stratocumulus clouds

Partly snow-fall
Mean 0.119 0.238 - 0.005
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br.' aerosol.
We have shor,r'n the only a comparison betrveen

the measurement and calculation. Because, the
cloud stmcfure is liighly inhomogeneous both
horizontally and vertically. The measurement of
clouds by using the aircraft is limited. Therefore.
it is very difficult to make a model of cloud
stmcture for the calculation. The Cloud Profiling
Radar (CPR) is very effective instrument to
observe the 3 dimensional structure of clouds.
The CPR is a necessary instrument in the future
studv on the cloud radiative property.
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